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Fundamentals of structural treatment of the graphs 
 

John-Tagore Tevet 
 
 

Abstract: Structure S is the attribute of organization (ordering) of the 
discrete system, i.e. of a formation that consists of the elements (objects) 
and the binary relations between these. Structure as such itself is presentable 
in the form of a graph G. Here be treated the fundamentals of identification 
the structure of graphs and systemization their structures. 

 
On the identification of structural properties on the graphs was interested B. Weisfeiler in 
1976 [1]. After this is the interest to this essential direction had weaken. For identification the 
structure of graph must be started from the presenting of binary relations in the form of its list 
of adjacencies L or adjacency matrix E. 
 
Initial proposition. Isomorphic graphs GA  GB have the same structure GS. 
 
Example 1. List of adjacencies L, adjacency matrix E and both for these corresponded 
diagrams GA and GB:  

 
 

Explanations: 
a) The figure, appearance and locating the labeled elements of graphs (diagrams) is 

practically unimportant. But on emotional level arise the confusions. 
b) Essential is the organizing of elements i.e. the structure GS. 
c) Graphs GA and GB are isomorphic and correspondingly to initial proposition have the 

same structure GS. 
 
The main characteristics of structure are its symmetry properties that appear in the form of 
sets the similar elements (i.e. elements, element pairs) that on the aspect of group theory to 
orbits (or equivalence classes, transitivity domains, positions etc.) called. 
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The elementary particles of graph are the binary relations between element pairs. The 
structure GS is identifiable by exponentiation the adjacency matrix [2]. 
 
 

1. Identification the structure of a graph 
 
The element pairs in initial adjacency matrix E form only two classes: adjacent pairs and non-
adjacent pairs. 
 
1.1. By multiplication the matrix with itself, ExE=E2 increases the number p of classes 

and this continue to a certain degree En and then stopped. 
 
1.2. To the identifiers of a class are the element-pairs en

ij with similar values in the product 
En. Essential is, that in the case of maximal-number p determined all the classes of 
element-pairs.  

 
1.3. The classes of element-pairs coincide with the orbits OBt of node-pairs in graph G. 

Contraindications not discovered. The orbits of nodes emerge by ordering the product 
En. 

 
1.4. The values of identifiers en

ij be ordered to a sequence Sn
p = en

1< en
2<… < en

p. For each 
row i´ of obtained product En attach frequency vector un

i that show the number of 
classes the element pairs in the row. 

 
1.5. Lexicographic reordering of all the rows i and columns j by the frequency vectors un

i 
in En form the ordered product En

ord what represent all the orbits OBt of node-pairs 
and nodes. This is the principal invariant of isomorphic graphs. 

 
The fact that the obtained classes coincide with the group-theoretical orbits is remarkable. 
This fact needs proving or disproving.  
 
Example 2. By exponentiation the adjacency matrix with itself obtained ordered adjacent 
matrix second degree, and so to the last ordered product to that constitute the complete variant 
of the structure. 
 
 First step –initial adjacent matrix: 
 
   1  2  3  4  5  6| i 0 1 
   0  1  0  1  0  1| 1 3 3 
   1  0  1  0  1  1| 2 2 4 
  E1= 0  1  0  1  0  1| 3 3 3 
   1  0  1  0  1  0| 4 3 3 
   0  1  0  1  0  1| 5 3 3 
   1  1  1  0  1  0| 6 2 4 
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 Second step – second degree adjacent matrix:   
         ui 

1  2  3  4  5  6 | i 0 1 3 4  
3  1  3  0  3  1 | 1 1 2 3 0  
1  4  1  3  1  3 | 2 0 3 2 1  

E2= 3  1  3  0  3  1 | 3 1 2 3 0  
0  3  0  3  0  3 | 4 3 0 3 0  
3  1  3  0  3  1 | 5 1 2 3 0  
1  3  1  3  1  4 | 6 0 3 2 1  

 
 Third step – third degree adjacent matrix: 
        ui 

 1  2  3  4  5  6| i 0 2 3 6 7 9 10 k 
 2 10  2  9  2 10| 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 2 
10  6 10  3 10  7| 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 

E3=  2 10  2  9  2 10| 3 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 2 
 9  3  9  0  9  3| 4 1 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 
 2 10  2  9  2 10| 5 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 2 
10  7 10  3 10  6| 6 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 

 
 Fourth step – ordering of the obtained adjacent matrix: 
        ui 

 2  6| 1  3  5| 4| i 0 2 3 6 7 9 10 k 
 6  7|10 10 10| 3| 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 
 7  6|10 10 10| 3| 6 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 

E3ord=  10 10| 2  2  2| 9| 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 2 
10 10| 2  2  2| 9| 3 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 2 
10 10| 2  2  2| 9| 5 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 2 
 3  3| 9  9  9| 0| 4 1 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 

 
Explanations:  

a)  There exist three orbits of adjacent-pairs {7}, {9}, {10}, two orbits of non-adjacent-
pairs {2}, {3} and three orbits of structural elements (2, 6), (1, 3, 5), (4). 

b) The number of steps depends on the number of structural elements. For example, in 
case of structure with 20 elements can the degree rise up to E6.  

 
 

2. Properties of orbits 
 
2.1. If the nodes vi, vj, … of graph G belong to the same orbit OVk then are corresponding 

subgraphs isomorphic G\vi  G\vj  … , i.e. have the same structure GS. 
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2.2. If the edges e1, e2, … of graph G belong to the same orbit OBt then are corresponding 

greatest subgraphs isomorphic G\e1  G\e1  … , i.e. have the same structure GS. 
 
2.3. If the non-edges ne1, ne2, … of graph G belong to the same orbit OBt then are 

corresponding smallest super-graphs isomorphic Ge1  Ge1  … , i.e. have the 
same structure GS. 

 
2.4. Graph that consists of edges of an orbit OBt called orbit graph Gt. 
 
 

3. Properties of orbit-graphs Gt 
 
3.1 Orbit-graphs Gt constitutes natural subgraphs of the graph G. The number of orbit-

graphs equal to the number of the orbits OBt of node pairs (binaries).  
 
3.2. To each orbit-graph Gt of the graph G correspond an orbit-graph of its complement 

that coincided.  
 
3.3. Some orbit-graphs Gt of the graph G can be appear isomorphic with initial graph (for 

example, an orbit-graph of the cube is also cube). 
 
3.4. Different orbit-graphs of initial graph G and/or orbit-graphs of different graphs can be 

isomorphic or coincides. 
 
3.5. Each orbit-graph has its orbit-graph that we call second degree orbit-graph G2

t and so 
to high degree orbit-graphs. 

 
3.6. A second or high degree orbit-graph can be isomorphic or coincides with a lower 

degree orbit-graph or initial graph. Coincidence of an orbit-graph and initial graph 
constitutes a reconstruction of initial structure. 

 
3.7. High degree orbit-graphs no discover more complementary “hidden sides”, these 

begin to repeat. 
 
3.9. Formation of high degree orbit-graph is a convergent process, it finished with a crop 

up or reconstruction a low degree or initial graph. 
 
The orbit-graphs discover the hidden sides of initial graph. For example, one orbit-graph of 
Folkman graph is Petersen graph, etc. These discover also the same attributes of various 
graphs, For example, Hypercube and Möbius-Kantor graph have some common orbit-graphs. 
Orbit-graphs are essential means for recognition of structural and symmetric properties of 
graphs [2].  
 

* 
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Adjacency proposition. By the orbits of node-pairs OBt obtained isomorphic greatest 
subgraphs and isomorphic smallest superstructures called adjacent structures GSadj

t.  
 
 

4. Properties of adjacent structures GSadj
t 

 
4.1. All the structures GS are also adjacent structures GSadj

t of some structures. 
 
4.2. The operation that change structure GS to its adjacent structure GSadj

t called 

morpfism Ft:GSGSadj
t. 

 
4.3. Each morphism is reversible – in each adjacent structure GSadj

t in of GS exists a 

reversible orbit OBrev
t where used reversible morphism Frev

t:GSadj
tGS reconstruct 

the initial structure GS.  
 
4.4. The assemblage of sequences of all the adjacent structures with |V| nodes between 

empty structure GSO and complete structure GS form the system of adjacent-
structures with |V| nodes.  

 
Thus, the adjacencies between structures GS are binary relations that enable to systematize 
the structures GS. To this day are compiled only lists of the non-isomorphic graphs [3]. 
 
 

5.  Forming the systems of adjacent structures 
 
We can say that the system of adjacent structures constitute a union of their sequences 
between complete structure GS and empty structure GSO. But the algorithm for obtaining 
this system take place by morphisms Ft of binary orbits OBt between structures GS and their 

adjacent structures GSadj
t, i.e. between structures with q “edges” and q1 “edges”. 

 
Thus, generating the adjacent structures proceed on base the morphisms Ft of binary orbits 
OBt. In each structural level q formed for each structure GS the structure models En of their 
adjacent structures GSadj

t [4]. And so, processing the adjacent structures from level q to level 

q1 generated (formed) the system of adjacent structures G. All this based on the processing 
of structural models En. 
 
The main steps the algorithm of processing the system of adjacent structures: 
 
5.1. Each structure GS recognized by its list of adjacent elements L that obtained by 

adding or removing the adjacencies in the list Linit of an initial structure GSinit.  
 
5.2. Start from a given structure GSinit that located in given structural level q (this is 

number of adjacent pairs or “edges” in GS) that called structure shelf SGSinit.  
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5.3. In the initial shelf SGSinit start from the first structure GSm, m=1,2,…,M. 
 
5.4. In case of each structure GSm to form by its list L its structure model En. 
 
5.5. In each model En fixate its binary- OBt and element-orbit OVk. 
 
5.6. For each binary orbit OBt to form corresponding adjacent structure GSadj

t and 
fixate its morphism probability PFadj

t. 
 
5.7. Each new adjacent structure GSadj

t fixates as the new structure GSm of adjacent 
shelf SGSadj (if it previously not deals). 

 
5.8. If all the structures GSm of initial shelf SGSinit have processed, then fixate their 

existence probabilities PSm, fixate obtained adjacent shelf SGSadj as a new initial 
shelf SGSinit and start from 5.3. 

 
The last structure shelf SGSadj consists only of a complete- or empty structure. 
 
On the base of algorithm produced all the characteristics about structure GS and its 
complement GS together.  
 
The adjacencies are binary relations or morphisms and can be treated as “edges” between 
structures. For example: so has the system of structures with 4 nodes 11 elements (structures) 
and 14 “edges”, with 5 nodes has 34 structures and 72 “edges”, with 6 nodes 156 structures 
and 572 “edges”, etc. All this is connected also with reconstruction conjecture by edges.  
 
 

6. General properties of the systematized adjacent structures G|V| 
 
6.1. The systems of adjacent structures are related with the reconstruction problem that is 

known as Ulam’s Conjecture that reflects the isomorphism relations between two 
graphs and their (G\vi)-subgraphs. It is formulated as follows: “If for each i, the sub-
graphs Gi=G\vi and Hi=H\ui are isomorphic, then the graphs G and H are isomorphic”. 
In present case it is pictorially represented by the system of adjacent structures itself. 

 

6.2. If the number of structural levels |Q| in system G|V| is even number (as in case |V|=6 
and |V|=7), then it lattice is bilaterally symmetric with regard its bisector, which 

separates the structures GS from their complements GS. 
 

6.3. If the number of structural levels |Q| in system G|V| is odd number (as in case |V|=4, 
|V|=5, |V|=8 and |V|=9), then the bisector is a structural level in which be located the 
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structures GS, their complements GS and also self-complemented structures GS= 

GS. 
 
Example 3. Lattice the system of adjacent structures G with six elements: 

 
Explanations: 

a) Each graph presents there its isomorphism class or structure GS. Each structure in this 
lattice is an adjacent structure of some other structures, where the edges represent the 
morphisms Ft. 
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b) |R+| denote the structure shelf SGSq, i.e. the number of sdjacencies (i.e. “edges”) in the 
structures.  

c) The complements of represented structures GS placed symmetrically in the upper and 
lower half of lattice. 

 
Explanation: Such systems are obtainable by sequential working the matrices En

ord, i.e. by 
sequences of morphisms Ft. 
 
The adjacencies are binary relations or morphisms and can be treated as “edges” between 
structures. For example: so has the system of structures with 4 nodes 11 elements (structures) 
and 14 “edges”, with 5 nodes has 34 structures and 72 “edges”, with 6 nodes 156 structures 
and 572 “edges”, etc. All this is connected also with reconstruction conjecture by edges.  
 
 

7. Measurement the symmetry of structure 
 
To foundation of symmetry size is the classical Shannon’s formula of information capacity. 
Information capacity is practically a measure of asymmetry or inner diversity. Information 
comes into being on the ground of certain diversity, i.e. inner distinctness. Information 
capacity depends from quantity of variances. There where variances no exist, arises a certain 
“domain of equability”, what on the structural aspect a symmetry class or position mean. Then 
more exist “domains of equability” or positions, then larger is information capacity HR and 
then smaller is the symmetry value 
 
7.1.  Binary information capacity HR depends from the number of node pairs (binaries) |Q| 

and the power of binary orbits |t|: 

HR=n=1N PFn log PFn, 

where 0PFn=|t|:|Q||1 ja |Q|=[|V|(|V|-1)]:2. There minHR=0HRlog|R|=maxHR, 
where, if exists only one binary orbit OBt, t=1, then HR=0. If the number of binary 
orbits OBt equals to the number of binaries |Q|, T=|Q|, then HR=log|Q|. 

 
7.2. On the ground of information capacities HR can be recognize the symmetry values SR 

correspondingly: 

SR = 1 – (HR: log|Q|), where 0  SR 1. 
The symmetry value is 1, if there exist only one orbit O the value is 0, if the number of 
orbits equal to the number of elements. The graphs are compare by symmetry values. 

 
 

8. Probabilistic characteristics of the systems G|V| 
 
In structural genesis has important role randomness. This is expressed in the form of selection 
the adjacent structures, i.e. elementary structural changes. The probabilistic characteristics 
are related with internal diversity of structure, i.e. binary orbits, and have essential meaning in 
structural research. 
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8.1. Randomness in the systems G based on the morphism probabilities PFt. 
 
8.2. Exists transition probability Pij at a structure GSi to a non-adjacent structure GSj. 
 
8.3. Transition probabilities Pij form the stationary Markov chain PM of structural 

genesis. 
 
8.4. Existence probability PS of structure GS in the structural shelf SGS (level q=|R+|) of 

system G is expressed in the form: 

PS=t=1T–PSsup
tPFsub

t=t=1T+PSsbb
t–PFsup

t, 
where t is the structural index of binary orbit, PSsup

t existence probability of adjacent 
superstructure and PFsub

t  its morphism probability. 
 
8.5. The sum of existence probabilities PS of structures in the structural shelf SGS (level 

q=|R+|) equal to one, PS=1. 
 

8.6. Existence probabilities of structure and its complement are equal, PS(GS)=PS(GS). 
 
8.7. Distribution of the probabilities PS in the structure shelfs SGS (levels) approach to 

logarithmic normal distribution. 
 
8.8. Between symmetry values SR and existence probabilities PS exists a strong negative 

correlation. 
 
 

9. On the meaning of the system of adjacent structures G|V| 
 
9.1. The systems of adjacent structures are models for all the processes that take place by 

structural changes. The size of model G|V|=6 with 156 structure is an optimal variant. 
 
9.2. The system of adjacent structures with six elements is with all its characteristics 

presented in www.graphs.ee  
 

9.3. The model G|V| proves expressively the validity of Ulam Conjecture on the base 
“edges”. Unfortunately, the fact that graph-structures GS are linked by morphisms Ft 
stay incomprehensible to almost all graph theorists. To this day, they are still treated as 
unrelated collections. 

 
9.4. Already old master W. T. Tutte emphasized that reconstruction-problem must be solve 

on the basis of isomorphism classes, (i.e. structures) that we also have followed [5]. 
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9.5. The model G|V|=6 with all the characteristics is used for simulating of structural 
changing the human organism from sperm to corpse. 

  

9.6. Here me make an attempt to using the model G|V|=6 for simulating the Universe, where 
the elements of the model represent the Galaxies.   

 
 

10. General model of Universe 
 
The general model of Universe can be seems as naive, but something this yet show. 
 
10.1. The elements of general model of the Universe are Galaxies with the exception of Big 

Bang as complete structure GS and Big Collapse as empty structure GSO. 
 
10.2. The time of “pregnancy” the Universe carry on 330 million years, when the first 

Galaxy is formed. In this time arises the first natural laws, such as gravitation and 
some others, and also the elementary particles from which we be composed. 

 
10.3. The arising of Universe is already exactly describable, but the cause of arising abides 

inexplicable or consider uninteresting (!?)[6].  
 
10.4. The Galaxies be formed by generations that are characterized by their density. It is 

related with “faveolated concept” of Universe.  
 
10.5. The density of each new generation decreases (be depleted). 
 
10.6. The time of forming between two generations is ca 2 billion years. We come close to 

the middle of our Universe time.  
 
10.7. The Galaxies of a generation are ordered by their characteristics of symmetry on the 

direction of diminishing, and probabilities and information on the direction of their 
increasing. These must be coordinate with the characteristics of galaxies. 

 
10.8. All these problems need yet solving. Expect!? 
 
10.9. It is certain that our home planet Earth is a part of the Universe and we are subject to 

the natural laws of our environment (Solar System in Milky Way Galaxy). It is high 
time to think about preserving your home planet and reducing your consumption 
(before everything runs out). 
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Conclusion 
 
Be showed that the structure of isomorphic graphs is recognizable and representable by 
involution of adjacent matrices E obtained structure model En. It is emphasized the 
importance of symmetry properties of structure. On this base proved possible to ascertain the 
binary relations between structures GS and systematized all the structures with |V| elements. 

All the properties of systems of adjacent structures G|V| are also recognizable and applicable.   
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